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value to the philosophical demeanour of the poet, for the
intellect is a deceptive instrument in his hands. What
the intellect can achieve, it has in this case already
done; for it disclosed the contradiction between desire
and experience. To persist, then, in demanding a solution
of this contradiction from philosophical thinking1 would be
quite useless. And, even if a solution could finally be
thought out, the real obstacle would still confront us, for
the solution does not lie in the possibility of thinking it
or in the discovery of a rational truth, but in the revealing
of a way which real life can accept, Propositions and
wise precepts have indeed never been wanting. If it were
only a question of these, even in the remote days of
Pythagoras, man had the finest opportunity of reaching
the heights from every direction. Therefore what Schiller
proposes must not be taken in a literal sense, but rather
as a symbol, which, in harmony with Schiller's philosophical
temperament, assumes the character of a philosophical
concept. Similarly the "transcendental way*' which
Schiller 'sets out to tread must not be understood as a
cognitional raisonnement, but symbolically as that way
which a man always follows when he encounters an
obstacle immediately inaccessible to his reason— in a word,
an insoluble task. But, before he is able to discover and
follow this way, he must first abide a long time with
the opposites into which his former way divided. The
obstacle dams up the river of his life, Whenever such
a damming up of libido occurs, the opposites, formerly
united in the steady flow of life, fall apart and henceforth
oppose one another like antagonists eager for battle, In
a prolonged conflict, the upshot and duration of which
cannot be foretold, the opposites become exhausted, and
from the energy which goes out of them is that third
element created which is the beginning of the new way»
In accordance with this Jaw, Schiller now devotes

